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The name Nelson Piquet has carried racecar driver prestige since the 70s when it 
received international acclaim for his exceptional driving skills and three-time win of
the Formula One World Championship in the 80s. Passed on to his son, the 
appellation has remained on racetracks around the world. You may remember 
Nelson Jr. from the 2008 scandal --deemed the most significant in sport’s history—
in which he allegedly crashed his car on purpose under the instruction of a senior
team member at the Singapore Grand Prix to help 
teammate, Fernando Alonso, win. While we didn’t get into
that during our interview at the Gansevoort Park Avenue
Hotel, I did find that nothing comes before his career. 
[He missed his brother’s wedding, he tells me, because of
racing.] 

Dressed in a gray cable knit turtleneck, tailored beige pants
and a rich chocolate brown jacket, Nelson Jr. looks as if he
has stepped out of a page in a fashion magazine. The
handsome 28-year-old Brazilian racecar driver is in 
Manhattan to take in Tommy Hilfiger’s fashion show (its
Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week) –how else? — from the
front row.  Since his arrival, he’s been fitted for bespoke
garb by the renowned designer, enjoyed some good food
and had some time to relax with his girlfriend. He 
categorizes this respite as one of leisure, but we are 
meeting for business, which just goes to show his 
dedication. 

More than just a racecar driver, Nelson is a savvy 
businessman who is very aware that the sport demands
more from him than simply being the fastest. “You need to
work in all areas. It’s very different from the 80s when my
father raced. It was purely racing --nothing else. Nowadays,
there’s a bit more involvement of fans, the lifestyle is more
public. It’s an area where a lot of professionals may not be
as good as they should be in their profession --as a racecar
driver, as a football player-- but they’re very good at the
media part --the other part of the job. Sometimes that
helps you so much. You have some athletes that are more
successful than others by just being a bit smarter.”

Ron Howard shone some light on the world of racing with
his film Rush last year,  highlighting the rivalry between
drivers James Hunt (played by Chris Hemsworth) and Niki
Lauda (played by Daniel Brühl) during the 1976 Formula
One racing season. The trailer projected a montage
fraught with champagne showers and fast cars set to Flux
Pavilion’s song, “I Can’t Stop” – which was enough to pique
my interest. 

I ask Nelson Jr. if he feels that the movie has brought more
attention to racing. “I think it reminds a lot of people about
the old days, of how it was fun, how it was different…
There was so much passion involved and now it’s a bit 
different. It’s a bit cold, much more corporate less of a
sport, more of a business. Hopefully it reminds people of
what this sport really is. What the drivers would love it to

really be: pure racing. Unfortunately, like everything, even soccer, everything’s be-
came more of a business than it was twenty-thirty years ago.” 

From Formula One to the NASCAR Nationwide series, where Nelson Jr. presently
drives the #30 Qualcomm/Autotrac Chevrolet Camaro for Turner Scott Motorsports
(he has won both the Nationwide Series and Camping World Truck Series), and is 

Nelson Piquet Jr.’s indefatigable drive and astute maneuvers, on and off the racetrack,
are yielding the NASCAR driver some serious offers
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Just B
Nelson Jr. and his friends released a premium honey-based cachaça
named B, “for the bee that creates honey.” Exclusively found in 
clubs and “high-end super markets” in Brazil, it sells for about $40 USD. 
“This is our marketing, two bees making out [he shows me a photo 
on his phone]. It’s going pretty well 
in Brazil... We’re waiting for 
the right moment, the 
right financial backing 
to go to America.”  
http://www.drinkb.com



Most Memorable Race 
“My first win in Europe when I was 17; I think I was the youngest
driver to win a race in England. The British Championship, which is the
path to go to Formula One, I did the record, which nobody beat until
today. I led every practice, I got pole position, I won both races, I
had best lap in both races. That was back in 2006, nobody had 
managed to beat the record. It was one of the only weekends my 
father was there, so it was very emotional to have him over there

with me watching all this.” Do you think that pushed you to win?
“No, I just think it just worked out for him to be there. When
you’re inside the car, you’re not thinking of anything else. Just 
trying to feel the car as much as you can, you probably don’t even 
blink your eye for an hour. My first podium in Formula One, that 
was also, wow! My first win in NASCAR was amazing as well. It’s 
feelings you wish you could put into words.”
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beginning to focus on the rapidly growing racing series: Global RallyCross and 
Formula E. Global RallyCross’ sprint-style race -- a cross between rally and supercross,
according to their website-- features 10-15 minute heats. “It’s more in the extreme
sports of racecars. They’ll go downtown; build a track with jumps, with all kinds of
cars that will have to jump over high obstacles and do a race that is very quick, very,
emotional, very dynamic.” 

Unlike NASCAR’s 3-hour-long race, Global RallyCross appeals to the younger 
generations’ waning attention spans by hosting a succession of short races.
“NASCAR is keeping their older fans, but they’re not building up new fans because
the races are very long. From a perspective of a person that doesn’t really follow it,
you could call it a bit boring if you don’t know the driver or the history…. You have
bigger names, like Travis Pastrana, Tanner Foust, Ken Block, who have a much larger
following than a lot of the NASCAR drivers,” says Nelson Jr.

Prompted to enter into Global RallyCross because of a great offer he received, 
Nelson Jr. will continue to compete in NASCAR, as well as will be participating in the

new worldwide series: FIA Formula E Championship. “The calendars don’t really 

clash. It’s only 10 races. Its 10 races with RallyCross, and then NASCAR would be 5-10
races --I’m trying to be a little bit more diverse.” 

In the coming months, Nelson Jr. has the Go-Kart Championship in Florida, Stock Car
Brasil (for the first time), and in an effort to bolster sponsorship and build his 

network, he offers a select 10-15 affluent executives from all over the world an 
authentic racecar experience at Homestead-Miami Speedway. “It’s an ongoing
thing. You have to work all around: practicing, meeting people, working media --it’s 
nonstop,” says Nelson Jr.

Entering into several different series allows Nelson Jr. to spend more time on the
track, which can be limited due to a number of factors. Unlike soccer, a sports 
comparison Nelson Jr. likes to use, you can’t go to the racetrack and practice 
everyday, because of regulations, budget and time constraints. “You have to rent
out the track, pay for all the personnel to go, the engine, the car --it’s a big expense.
Nowadays, computers are getting more developed, so you can rely more on the
computer. Drivers everyday are starting to rely a bit more on the computer… 
Obviously, it depends series to series --some championships you can test five days a
year, some of them you cannot test any. Some you can do whatever you want, or
the team has a budget where they cannot go everyday and are limited by how
many sponsors they have,” he explains. 

Being the son of a man ranked
among the greatest Formula
One drivers, Nelson Jr. had
the supreme advantage of
learning from a master of the
sport. Is there any 
pressure to live up to his 
father’s legacy? “I feel more
pressure, because I want to
do well. I’ve had my records
that I’ve done, but you 
always want more. It’s never
enough. You always want to
be better,” says Nelson Jr. As
a Brazilian driver, he has been
the first from his country to
accomplish a number of
things in America: the first to
score the most points in the
first F1 season, the first to
ever win a NASCAR race and
“a hundred starts of NASCAR,
which is by far, more than
any other NASCAR driver,” he
tells me.

When he’s in the driver’s seat
speeding down the track and
hugging the curves, is he
ever afraid? “No.” What is
going through your mind?
“Every race you’re as 
concentrated as you can be. I
don’t know if that’s the right

word. The more concentrated you can be, the better it is. Like every human being,
you always have problems: personal, family, financial. When you get to the race-
track, you need to be able to forget about everything, which is a very difficult task…
When you win a race, when you’re better than everybody, it’s a feeling --you cannot
describe how accomplished you feel.”

Follow Nelson Jr. on Twitter @NelsonPiquet. ML

What would fans be surprised 
to find out about you?  
“That I’m probably home (home is Brasília
and Charlotte, North Carolina) once
every two weeks for one day.” He laughs.
“If I could be at the track every day, I
would. I always put my racing first
place, regarding friends, family. 
That’s my passion --what I dedicate 
100% of my time to.”


